As far as we know only in a few cases we have an explicit determination of /3: first case is due to J. Wavrik for X reduced plane curve taking non-singular arcs ( [W2] ), the second one is due to M. Lejeune for hypersurface singularities taking general arcs ( [Le] ).
In this paper we determine the function /3 in the case of onedimensional singularities X, taking non-singular arcs, in terms of the Milnor number associated to Xreci-See [La] for other results on f3.
The paper is divided in two sections, in the first we give some preliminaires results about contact between curves. In the second one we define the numerical function /3 and we prove the main result of this paper (Theorem 2.1).
Throughout this paper R will be the power series ring k [[Xi,..., Xjv] ], where k is an infinite field. We denote by M the maximal ideal of R.
A curve of (k^,0) = Spec(-R) is a one-dimensional, Cohen-Macaulay closed subcheme X of (k^,0), i.e. X = Spec{R/I) where I = I(X) is a perfect height N-l ideal of -R; we put Ox = R/I. A branch is an integral curve.
Contact of curves.
If X is a reduced curve of (k^,0) then we denote by 6(X) the dimension over k of the quotient Ox/Ox where Ox is the integral closure of Ox-It f is the number of branches of X then we define the Milnor number of X by p,(X) = 26 -r + 1.
Let X be a reduced curve and let Q be an infinitely near point of X, see [ECh] , [VdW] . It is known that there exists a unique sequence {Q}i=o,...,s of infinitely near points of X such that QQ •= O,...,^ == 0, and that Qi-\-\ belongs to the first neighbourhood of Qi for i = 0,..., s -1. We denote by (X, Q) the union of the irreducible components through Q of the proper transform of X by the composition of the blowing-up centered at Qi for i = 0,...,5 -1. We denote by P(X,Q)(T) = e(X,Q)T -p(X,Q) the Hilbert polynomial of the local ring 0(x,o)-For the readers convenience we will summarize some properties of e(X, Q) and /o(X, Q) that we will use in the paper: (1) e(X,Q) -1 < p(X,Q), ([M] Proposition 12.14), (2) Let T(X) be the set of infinitely near point Q of X such that its multiplicity e(X, Q) is greater than one. From [Ca] we obtain that 6(X)= ^ p(X,Q).
Q€T(X)
Let X, V be curves of (k-^,0), without components in common, we denote
by (X.Y) the number dim^R/I(X) + I(Y)) ([H]).
Let Z\ be a branch, for every reduced curve Z2 ? such that Z\ is not a component of Z^^ we define /(Zi, Za) as the number of non-singular points shared by Z\ and Z^.
Proof. -From [C] and [M] , Proposition 12.16, we deduce
where K is the set of infinitely near points shared by Z\ and Z^.
Since ( 
Therefore p(Zi U Z^Q} -p(Z^,Q) < e(Z^,Q), and hence
(1) (Zi.^2)< ^e(Z^Q).
Q^K
Assume that Z^, is singular. Since e{Z^,Q) < p(Z^,0) + 1 , [M] Proposition 12.14, and r < e(Z^,0) we deduce (2) e(Z2,0)<(2p(Z2,0)+l-r)+l.
Let K* be the set of points belonging to K such that e(Z^,0) > 2. From [M] , Proposition 12.17, we obtain that for all Q C K*
(3) e(Z^Q)<^2p(Z^Q).
By (2) and ( 
. Assume that Zi is non-singular and 1^ + M^2^^ C h + M^2)-^1. Then we have n<f(Z^Z^).
Proof. -From the hypothesis we deduce that
The claim follows from Proposition 1.1.
COROLLARY 1.3. -Ifn > 2 then there exists a non-singular branch Y ofZ'2 such that n < f{Z^Y).
Proof. -By Proposition 1.2 we get /(Zi,^) > n > 2, so there exists a branch Y of Z^ such that Z\ and Y share n non-singular infinitely near points. Since a non-singular branch and a singular branch cannot share two non-singular near points, we get that Y is non-singular. Then there exist X,(Xi, ...,Xy.) e k [[Xi, ...,X^] ], z = r+1, ...,A^, such that:
(1)G(Xi,..,X,,X,+i,..,X^)=OforaUGe(F), (2) Xi(X^..., Xr) EE 0 modulo (Xi, ...,X^) 71 for all i = r+l,..,Jv.
Proof. -First of all we will prove that r = 1. From now on we put /z({F = 0}) = ^(Zp) = ^ P(ZF,O) = p and e(Zp,0) = e.
Let J be the ideal of R generated by Xi -X,(Xi, ...,Xy.) for i = r +1,. From the hypothesis we deduce that
by [M] , Proposition 12.14, we obtain that 6(Zp) + 1 > e; from this we deduce p, > 6(Zp), so p, > p.
From [M] , Proposition 12.11, we get dimk (rad((F)yfM^^) = e(2/A + n + 1) -pSince Spec{R/J) is non-singular, from (1) we have e^+n+^-p^i 2^^^ .
Assume that r > 2, then (2/A + n + l)(e -(/A + 1) -n/2) > p. Since /A > /? > e -1 ( [M] , Proposition 12.14) we obtain: p < (2/^ + n + l)(-7i/2). If ZF is singular then we get p < 0 , but from [M] , Propositions 12.14 and 12.17, we have that p > 1, so r=l. If Zp is non-singular we get that p < 0, since p is a non-negative integer ( [M] , Propositions 12.14) we deduce r = 1.
Consider the non-singular branch Z\ which admits the parametrization:
. fXi= t
